FOOTBALL / SOCCER / RUGBY
ULTIMATE SURFACE PROTECTION

COVERMASTER®
Covermaster is a dynamic and innovative company
devoted to the protection of sports facility surfaces and
the enabling of multi-use revenue generation worldwide,
through a wide range of high quality, proven products
and backed by exemplary customer service and industry
leading warranties.
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FIELD COVERS
TRUSTED BY THE PROS WHEN IT MATTERS MOST
As the company that introduced lightweight field covers to the industry 30 years ago, COVERMASTER® has
manufactured and sold more field covers than any other company. Through this experience in manufacturing,
and extensive feedback from our clients, which includes Professional Teams to High Schools, we have
continuously redesigned and developed cutting edge materials. Unlike others, we do not sell field covers made
from industrial grade fabrics. Due to the size and unique requirements of athletic field covers, we have sought out
and tested superior strength polyethylene covers, where we have been able to reduce the weight of the cover to
save hundreds of pounds in weight for the grounds crews, while still achieving superior strength characteristics
and greater durability. Made from high quality resin, our pre-elongated core tapes provide superior stability and
increased strength and durability, as they will not stretch when pulling the raincover. Rather than adding extra
inexpensive low density polyethylene coating, we maintain a lighter weight field cover by investing in heavier high
density polyethylene black core tapes, which are highly UV stabilized and provide 100% sunblock. This higher
denier core ensures full tape coverage for higher fabric stability and lighter weight covers with superior strength,
performance and durability. Consider these features when comparing competitive products.
Covermaster offers cutting edge varieties of field covers with closure systems. Available on Football/Soccer
field covers, our closures effectively join the individual sections into one large field cover. Velcro is ideal for our
lightweight field covers, while we recommend our heavy duty plastic zipper for our Raincover Vinyl Field Covers.
Anyone can sell an inexpensive imported industrial grade fabric, but only COVERMASTER® manufactures and
sells an athletic field cover specifically designed for this unique and demanding application. When you build
something better, word gets around. Ask those who know.

website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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PREMIUM FIELD COVERS
As the company who introduced lightweight field raincovers
over 30 years ago, Covermaster continues to lead the
industry. Our ongoing Research and Development, coupled
with our experience and customer feedback, has led to
the latest technology in lightweight Raincover design. With
Raincover UltraTM, we have created the industry’s strongest
core raincover, which is critical when removing hundreds
of pounds of water from the cover’s surface. We then
reconfigured the weave count of the core, resulting in a
more stable base, as well as creating a 100% sunblock, to
keep the turf cooler. In addition, the core tapes are preelongated, which stretches each strand of the core prior to
** use on your field, resulting in a highly stabilized cover,
WARRANTY
which is more durable, and results in less stress on
MONTHS
the raincover’s surface coating. Then, to keep the turf
cooler and drier, we utilized our exclusive Shield-Tek™ coating technology. The Raincover Ultra’s surface is designed
with less friction in mind, to resist dirt accumulation better than other covers, as well as making it easier to remove snow
and ice. All of this was accomplished without sacrificing weight. At over 200 pounds lighter than other available covers,
Raincover UltraTM is not only the strongest cover of its kind, it is also easier to handle and saves time and labor costs.

RAINCOVER ULTRA™

24

Turf Friendly Color Options:
*
White
Minimizes
Silver

heat build-up

* Silver side up to reduce heat build-up,
Silver
Black into the field in colder climates

RAINCOVER MAX™

black side up to draw heat

With Antioxidant additive
Reduces heat build up

Raincover Max™ with Shield-Tek™ is the choice when only
the absolute best is required. Available in a white/black or
blue/green color combination, this exceptional and unique
material is 50% lighter than vinyl and 150% stronger, which
makes it ideal to protect against snow as well as rain. With
its exclusive Shield-Tek™ coating, it will reduce heat build-up
under the cover.

Colors:
White
Blue
*
Black
Green
WARRANTY

24
MONTHS

With Antioxidant additive
Reduces heat build up

**

* Actual colors may vary
** Warranties are prorated

• FLEX CRACK RESISTANCE (ASTM D-6182) Increases flex crack performance by 300%. Cover will stand up better
to continuous folding and unfolding
• ABRASION RESISTANCE (ASTM D-3884-92) Up to ten times more abrasion resistance as compared to other covers
• ANTIOXIDANT WITH SUN GUARD® additive to reduce heat build up under the cover
• SEAM STRENGTH (PEEL) (ASTM D-4851) Improved seam strength - 150% at room temperature - 200% at 140° F (60° C).
In tests, seams maintained an average of 97% fabric strength at temperatures as high as 140°F
* Actual colors may vary
• Available in RAINCOVER MAX and RAINCOVER ULTRA
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PREMIUM FIELD COVERS
RAINCOVER PREMIER™

While Raincover Premier is comparable to the 6 ounce fabric
alternatives in the marketplace, it boasts more impressive
specifications and performance, without the extra weight.
In fact, at over 260 pounds lighter on a full size field cover
section, Raincover Premier will have superior performance
and be easier to handle, requiring fewer crew members.

Colors:
White
*
Silver

WARRANTY

12

**

MONTHS

RAINCOVER VINYL

For those who prefer conventional, heavier weight covers,
COVERMASTER® offers a wide selection of colors and
weights. These premium covers are available in both 10
ounce and 14 ounce weights, with strength and durability
which are second to none.

Colors:
White
WARRANTY

12

Grey

Blue

Red

*

**

MONTHS

FIELD COVER GRAPHICS

Green

* Actual colors may vary
** Warranties are prorated

In yet another first from COVERMASTER®, graphics
are now available for our lightweight polyethylene
covers, as well as our vinyl covers. To the delight of
marketing departments in every organization, revenue
generating ads or team logos can now be placed on
COVERMASTER®’S series of lightweight polyethylene
field covers. Our new cutting edge technology opens up
a new revenue stream for every team. Field Graphics
are available on all materials from our full field covers,
to our Sideline Covers, Cross-Over Covers and even
our Fitted Storage Covers.

ASK FOR DETAILS
website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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INFLATABLE FIELD COVER SYSTEM

ADD HEAT UNDER THE COVER DURING COLD WEATHER

UP TO 18 FEET (5.5M) OF CLEARANCE AT THE CENTER

FIELD MAINTENANCE CAN BE CARRIED OUT,
EVEN DURING INCLEMENT WEATHER

CONTROL AIR AND HEAT DISTRIBUTION
WITH INTEGRATED VENTS

HYDRAULIC REELS ALLOW FOR EASY REMOVAL
FROM THE FIELD, PRIOR TO THE GAME
6
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COVERMASTER® is proud to provide the ultimate semi-automated
field protection system, the Inflatable Field Cover. This is a revolutionary
product that is a proven field management tool used to protect against the
extremes of winter, be it rain, snow or extreme cold.
• Comprised of a translucent, waterproof, lightweight material in multiple sections.
• Each section includes restraint webbing running the full length of the sheet at 10 ft.
(3.05m) intervals and fitted with a unique toothless high performance zipper system.
• A support tube 18 ft. (5.5m) in diameter with all the necessary air flow and ducting vents
• Heater / Fan unit
• A specifically designed natural gas burner (optional) and centrifugal fan all mounted on a
mobile four wheel chassis.
• Provides proven and practical protection against periods of extreme rain, snow, cold, or a
combination of all three.

The Inflatable Field Cover provides proven pregame management to ensure
your field is game ready no matter the weather conditions prior to the game.
Once installed, the cover provides a complete dome over top of your playing
surface to maintain the optimal environment for the field. The cover is made
of a unique material that is translucent, waterproof and lightweight, which
allows for photosynthesis and airflow for your natural grass and synthetic
turf. It is semi-automated, allowing for easy handling and fast installation,
and can allow for maintenance and repair work to continue below the cover.
The Inflatable Field Cover has a temperature tolerance down to -5°F (-20°C)
and in recent winters the Inflatable Field Cover has succeeded in managing
extreme weather conditions at many of the biggest winter sporting events,
including International Rugby and Wembley Cup Finals. The Inflatable Field
Cover comes with 5 key elements - an inflatable tube, sheet covers, a fan
unit, anchors, and storage reel system.

INFLATABLE FIELD COVER SYSTEM

website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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FLOOD WATER ABATEMENT COVER
FLOOD COVER
In a single event flood water can destroy the performance of an athletic field, not only will it cost you money
and time to repair the field, but the performance of the athletic field can be changed, or worse, the turf can
be totally destroyed.
This damage results
from flood water
containing silt,
organic matters and
contaminated debris.
COVER IN PLACE

FLOOD WATER RISES

CASE STUDY
Back in 2001, COVERMASTER® designed and supplied Union Endicott Central School District, in Endicott, NY, a
custom ﬁeld cover that could be used to protect their synthetic turf football ﬁeld from sediment contamination of
the in-ﬁll material during the expected seasonal flooding, from the adjacent Susquehanna River. After many years
of successful protection, it was time to replace their current cover. The School District returned to Covermaster for
the task of replacing the cover with an updated design that would be lighter and easier to handle. The new design
maintained the original custom vents that allow the water from below (backflow) to escape, rather than having
it trapped under the cover, and to keep the cover from rising with the water. However, this time they requested
Covermaster’s lightweight yet incredibly strong Raincover Max™ material, in a White/Black color combination.
This made the cover lighter and easier to handle, as did the Velcro™ fastening system to join the sections,
which replaced the older zipper system from the previous cover. Finally, they incorporated Covermaster’s new
TarpMate™ Air Rollers, which will reduce the time, effort and number of people required to install and remove the
covers, as well as reducing their storage requirements.

ENTIRE FIELD FLOODED

8
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AFTER FLOOD WATER RECEDES & COVER IS REMOVED

SYNTHETIC TURF COVER
ENVIRO SHIELD™
EXTENDS SYNTHETIC TURF LIFE SPAN BY PREVENTING SUN DAMAGE
Enviro Shield™ is a revolutionary new product from Covermaster. Easy to handle and store, it is the first product
designed specifically to protect outdoor Synthetic Turf from harsh environmental factors. Enviro Shield™ will extend the
lifespan of synthetic turf by protecting it from the sun’s UV Rays when the field is not in use, or during the offseason.
With its unique Smart Edge Technology™, rainwater can penetrate to keep the field clean and naturally washed, while
allowing the cover to be cut to any custom size or shape on site. Additionally, it will keep the field clear of debris, and
other windblown objects, creating a safer and cleaner environment for the athletes who compete on the turf. It also
allows the turf manager to protect against unauthorized use of the field, as a field that is covered with an Enviro Shield™
cover creates an unplayable surface for trespassers. Enviro Shield™ easily pays for itself as it extends the
WARRANTY
field service life and defers field replacement costs into the future, while maintaining a safer and more
aesthetically pleasing field, keeping debris and bird droppings off of the turf.
YEARS
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WHY USE SYNTHETIC TURF COVERS?
SYNTHETIC TURF
ISSUES

• Fading & discoloration of turf
• Exposed to debris from the environment
• More time required for maintenance
• Difficult to prevent unauthorized use

UNPROTECTED

ENVIRO SHIELD™
ADVANTAGES

• Protection from Ultraviolet rays
• Rain can penetrate through the cover and
naturally clean the turf
• Effective means in preventing unauthorized
use of field
• keeps debris off the turf
PROTECTED

BENEFITS

• Better turf and logo color
• Cleaner turf
• Longer turf life span
• Saves money by delaying
replacement cost
• Turf plays better for a longer
period of time
RESULTS

ENVIRO SHIELD™ IN USE

SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™
With Smart Edge TechnologyTM, Enviro Shield™ can be custom cut on site to any size, shape, or
around goal posts. The cover will not pull apart in the middle, providing protection against turf damage.

website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS
EVERGREEN®
30 YEARS OF FIELD PROVEN EXPERIENCE
EVERGREEN® Turf Covers produce a greenhouse effect allowing your turf
to breathe and retain the right amount of heat and moisture. The result is
faster germination of newly seeded areas and deeper root development.
All Evergreen® covers are uniquely woven to be permeable and are made
of translucent polyethylene with a patented lace coating. They are UV
treated, rot and mildew resistant, and will not show any significant wear or
degradation by sunlight, even after years of regular use.

SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™
Only Evergreen® has the revolutionary SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGY™. The secret is the patented lace coating, which
provides integrity for the cover without the need for hems and
grommets. The cover will not pull apart in the middle, providing
protection against turf damage. Unlike other tightly woven covers
which restrict airflow, the lace coating on Evergreen® allows for
the right amount of ventilation. Every Evergreen® cover can be
cut or shaped with ordinary scissors, without the edges fraying or
damaging the cover.

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

• Accelerates grass growth
• Frost and winter protection
• Easy installation & removal in minutes
• Lightweight one piece construction
• Perfect for repairing heavy wear areas, saves on turf cost and maintenance
• Outlasts the competition
• Stronger & deeper root development
• Each cover comes with our exclusive SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™ customize size and shape any time, onsite as needed
• Exclusive material that is only used in the turf industry
• Controlled earlier spring green-up
• Delay dormancy for late season sports
• Vented to allow the perfect amount of air, water & light penetration
• Non-absorbing and non-clogging, keeps the same performance
year after year
• Ideal for daily use
• Anchor pegs are included, which can be placed anywhere on the cover
without damage
• No hems or grommets that restrict anchor peg placement are required, but
are available upon request
• Won’t unravel like polypropylene materials
• Ideal for Transition Zone climates
• Color choices provide additional light spectrum benefits for turf
10
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PROTECT AGAINST FROST

OUTSMART MOTHER NATURE
SEE THE DIFFERENCE WITH EVERGREEN

NO HEMS OR
GROMMETS REQUIRED
Highly visible pink coated anchor pegs
supplied with Radiant, Spectrum and
Premium models, uncoated pegs
supplied with Original model.

The optional Cover Disk allows for
more secure anchoring of Evergreen®
covers in high wind conditions, when
used with the included anchor pegs.
They allow sunlight to penetrate and
can be placed anywhere in the cover.

EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS
EVERGREEN® RADIANT (SILVER LACE COATING)

WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM

Evergreen® Radiant has a specialized silver lace coating designed to radiate
additional heat back to the soil. With up to a 25% increase in heat retention,
this is our longest lasting and most specialized turf cover, incorporating new
fabric technology. Evergreen® Radiant is very effective for all types of climates
and is extremely efficient for locations with a higher than average fluctuation
in temperature. It also features stronger UV inhibitors, which help to protect the
cover, giving it longer durability. It has a 12-year pro-rated Limited Warranty and
includes our exclusive pink powder coated anchor pegs for easy
WARRANTY
installation and high visibility for removal.

*

12
YEARS

EVERGREEN® SPECTRUM (ORANGE LACE COATING)
Evergreen® Spectrum has an orange lace coating that is designed to work with
the sun to provide the optimal light for turf growth. The unique orange coating
helps refract the sun’s penetrating light into an orange/red light for enhanced
turf growth and health. Evergreen® Spectrum has been made with our patented
coating technology, protecting new and established turf and accelerating growth
for all types of applications. It is both dependable and reliable for multiple season
use. Evergreen® Spectrum provides proven experience coupled with an 11year pro-rated Limited Warranty and includes our exclusive pink powder coated
anchor pegs for easy installation and high visibility for removal.
WARRANTY
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WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM

*

YEARS

EVERGREEN® PREMIUM (GREEN LACE COATING)

WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM

Evergreen® Premium has a dark green lace coating that is designed to draw
in more heat, which can increase the ground temperature in excess of 10°F
(5.5°C). The color also has a great appearance that blends in with natural turf
surroundings. Evergreen® Premium has been made with our patented coating
technology, protecting new and established turf and accelerating growth for all
types of applications and constructions. It is both dependable and reliable for
multiple season use and has helped to set a standard for quality and longevity
within the turf industry. Evergreen® Premium provides proven experience
coupled with a 10-year pro-rated Limited Warranty and includes our exclusive
pink powder coated anchor pegs for easy installation and high
WARRANTY
visibility for removal.

*

10
YEARS

EVERGREEN® ORIGINAL (WHITE LACE COATING)
For over 35 years, our Evergreen® Original patented cover has set the standard
for turf covers in the industry. Unlike competing covers, it works like a
greenhouse by allowing sun, air and moisture to penetrate the cover and reach
the turf. This feature also allows any excess heat to be released through its
unique lace coating. Evergreen® Original is easily identified by its white lace
coating and offers all the benefits of Evergreen® turf covers at a price that can fit
even the most modest of budgets. Evergreen® Original comes with a 7-year prorated Limited Warranty and uncoated anchor pegs.
WARRANTY

WITH SMART EDGE
TECHNOLOGYTM

7

*

YEARS

* Warranties are prorated
website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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FIELD COVER ACCESSORIES
FITTED STORAGE COVERS –
VINYL & POLY

Fitted covers are available in both vinyl and poly.
Manufactured in standard and custom sizes, they are
suitable for advertising, sponsorship and team logos. Full
digital graphics provide an impressive image on any field.

GET CONSTANT ADDITIONAL SPONSORSHIP ALL GAME LONG

FLAT STORAGE COVER - POLY

A separate, flat cover is available to protect your raincover
against harmful UV damage from the sun during storage.
It also protects the raincover from sharp warning track
material during handling.

CLOSURE SYSTEMS

Available on abrasive athletic field covers, our closures
effectively join the individual sections into one large field
cover. Velcro® is ideal for our lightweight field covers, while
we recommend our heavy duty plastic zipper for our
Raincover Vinyl Field Covers.

SUR-HOLD™ SAND BAGS - VINYL

PLASTIC CLOSURE FOR
VINYL COVERS

These heavy duty sand bags are designed to last. Made from
18 ounce coated vinyl, Sur-Hold™ Sand bags were designed
specifically for sports field applications. Easy to handle,
these tube style sand bags are 8 inches in diameter by 36
inches long. They will not only hold your covers in place, but
also can be used for other areas on your field. Available in a
wide range of colors, Sur-Hold™ Sandbags are the obvious
choice for those looking for quality and durability.
Colors:

White

Grey

Blue

Green

Red

*

POLY SAND BAGS

Polyethylene sand bags allow for quick anchoring of all
raincovers, at an economical cost.

RAINCOVER-AID™ REPAIR SYSTEM

Raincover-Aid™ is a self-adhesive backed, durable, flexible,
airtight, watertight, puncture-resistant, high-strength repair
patch. Raincover-Aid™ is specifically designed to adhere to
COVERMASTER® Raincovers. Each Raincover-Aid peel and
stick repair patch is made from an exceptionally tough, matte
finish, abrasion resistant, elastomer that resists puncture and
tearing. Raincover-Aid provides a simple and easy method
for patching holes and tears.
* Actual colors may vary
12
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PEEL AND STICK

VELCRO CLOSURE FOR
LIGHTWEIGHT COVERS

TARP™ ROLLERS & TARP MACHINE™
TARPMATE™ AIR ROLLER

TarpMate™ Air is a revolutionary storage and handling system for field covers. It eliminates the need to fold/unfold a
cover prior to installation/removal. Due to TarpMate Air’s light weight, it only takes 2 people to roll and unroll a 100ft
(30m) wide field cover section, greatly reducing the time and effort required to handle field covers and turf blankets.
TarpMate Air is easily inflated with standard
backpack blowers.

STANDARD SIZES:
• 38” Diameter x 95’ Long
• 38” Diameter x 75’ Long
• Custom Lengths Available

READY TO ROLL COVER

TARPMATE™ ROLLERS

Designed to install, remove and store any COVERMASTER® Field Cover,
TarpMate™ is a strong and lightweight roller that is easy to handle.
Made of plastic, it will not rust or corrode. A smooth inner core liner
provides greater overall strength, while its annular corrugations allow for
straighter rolling. TarpMate™ is also available with optional SAFETY end
caps, which prevent rodents and pests from
being able to nest inside.

STANDARD SIZES:

• 28” Diameter x 20’ Long
(recommended for Football / Evergreen)
• 28” Diameter x 30’ Long (optional)
• 28” Diameter x 50’ Long (optional)

DEFLATED WITH COVER
TARPMATE™ AIR WITH
ROLLED UP INSIDE
COVERS ROLLED & STACKED

TARP MACHINE™

With the TARP MACHINE™, any field cover roller
can be moved around at will. It’s a tool that’s
a must for frequent users of tarps or where
manpower is not readily available. The wellconstructed chassis is made of heavy gauge
tubular steel and rides on two large standard
turf tires. The direct drive from the P.T.O. rotates
the four pneumatic drive wheels, which in turn
move the tarp and its roller over the field.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
TARPMATE™
SAFETY END CAP

Tractor with 14HP, 540 PTO and 3 Point Hitch

website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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TRACK SIDELINE COVERS
TRACK SHIELD™ PROTECTOR

The Track Shield™ protector is ideal for athletic fields with surrounding running
tracks. The wear and tear caused by athletes crossing onto the field can lead
to costly repairs, but our proven track protector prevents damage before it
happens. Track Shield™ is constructed from the toughest polypropylene
geotextile material, allowing it to withstand and cushion against steel-tipped
cleats, shoes, and even grounds equipment, yet still letting rain and other
liquids drain through its surface. Track Shield™ stays in place, without requiring
stakes or staples, thanks to a vinyl-wrapped galvanized steel chain inserted
along its entire perimeter edge. Designed for game-day use, this combination
of strength and lightweight material allows the Track Shield™ to withstand
strong winds, while still being lightweight and easy to carry.

FEATURES:

• Lightweight and easy to handle
• Tough material holds up against steel-tipped cleats and shoes
• Allows drainage of rain and other liquids
• Windproof without stakes or staples
• Graphics available
Standard Sizes:**
15ft x 30ft • 15ft x 50ft • 7.5ft x 40ft
15ft x 40ft • 7.5ft x 30ft • 7.5ft x 50ft
SIDELINE COVER
GRAPHICS AVAILABLE!

A SOLUTION FOR TIGHT-FITTING
SIDELINE TRACKS

If you’re looking for an easy way to cover sideline bench areas and also protect
an expensive track surface, we have a solution. Track Shield™ uses doublestitched vinyl edging with a steel chain insert around its perimeter to help keep
the cover in place without using stakes or staples. Made from the toughest
polypropylene geo-textile fabric, the ballasting ensures the cover is virtually
windproof, yet still easy to handle and install. Velcro® hook and loop strips easily
connect the longer protectors, which come in two sections and are doublestitched along the length of each section’s overlapping chain-free center edges.
Different color edging ensures maximum visibility for anyone crossing the track.

FEATURES:

• Protects track surface in bench area
• Withstands and cushions against cleats, but allows rain to drain through
• Graphics available
Standard Sizes:**
15ft x 75ft • 15ft x 125ft
15ft x 100ft • 15ft x 150ft
**Custom sizes available upon request

14
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CUSTOM SIZE SHOWN: 30FT X 50FT

TRACK SIDELINE COVERS
BENCH SHIELD™ SIDELINE TURF PROTECTOR
Some turf protection mats can triple in weight when wet and emit odors during
storage. Bench Shield™ solves those problems by allowing rain, sweat, sports
drinks, and other liquids to drain through, while standing up to cleats and other
hazards. Made from non-absorbent, durable Pro Mesh™ fabric, it’s as simple as
hosing down to clean and store. Bench Shield™ uses an exclusive material that
allows air and sunlight to penetrate, allowing the bench tarp to be left down for
longer periods without causing turf damage. All edges have grommets installed
every 18 inches, and are folded, internally reinforced, and double-stitched.
Colors: Green Yellow Kelly Scarlet Red Midnight Orange Royal Vegas Burnt *
Grey

Green
Blue Gold Orange
CC
Sky Brown White Black Navy Gold Purple Beige Maroon
Blue

Standard Sizes:**
15ft X 50ft • 15ft X 100ft • 15ft X 150ft • 15ft X 75ft • 15ft X 125ft
NFL Style Traditional: 108ft X 24ft X 90ft
NFL Style Upgrade 1: 108ft 8in X 24ft 4in X 90ft 8in
NFL Style Upgrade 2: 108ft X 31ft X 101ft

SIDELINE COVER GRAPHICS

SIDELINE COVER
GRAPHICS AVAILABLE!

Our crisp, multi-color graphics are designed to outperform other printing
processes, lasting outdoors as long as the fabric. Using state-of-the-art graphics
technology, our highly-skilled technicians create customized imprints that not
only resist scuffing, sunlight, and weathering, but also stand up to spikes and
cleats. Each image bonds to the vinyl material and completely covers the
underlying fabric color by using a thick coating process that produces vivid, true
colors.

ENKAMAT PLUS™

A composite of geotextile bonded to Enkamat™. It has the qualities most
groundskeepers look for in an all-round natural turf cover. It’s effective. It’s cost
efficient. And it’s easy to install and remove.
How it works makes it effective...
As a natural turf cover, Enkamat Plus™ works wonders. The geomatrix design of
Enkamat™ keeps the geotextile off the turf to provide an air space underneath
the cover so that the turf can breathe at all times. The geotextile also allows
some light to penetrate while rain passes through to the grass.
Where it is used makes it impressive...
Enkamat Plus™ has many applications. Use it as a full field concert cover,
a bench tarp, on paths or walkways around the field or with tent set-ups at
tournaments in hospitality and player reception areas. Wherever a cover is
needed to protect natural turf and maintain good looks, Enkamat Plus™ is the
affordable cover you can count on.
Color: Grey *
Standard Sizes:***
8ft x 150ft • 16ft x 150ft
* Actual colors may vary | **Custom sizes available upon request | ***Can be cut onsite to any shape or size.
website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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WINDSCREENS | PADDING
WINDSCREEN

A quality windscreen should provide wind and noise reduction, along with the added benefits of increased privacy, better
player focus, and enhanced facility appearance. By using high tensile strength fabrics such as vinyl-coated mesh and
polypropylene, we can offer the toughest, highest quality windscreen available
Our exclusive Pro Mesh™ material is an ultra-durable mesh
fabric, comprised of tightly-woven microfibers that make it
virtually tear-proof. Built for performance and durability, Pro
Mesh Windscreen is finished with industry leading edge
design.

PRO MESH™ WINDSCREEN**

Colors:
WARRANTY

5

YEARS

Royal Vegas Burnt *
Green Yellow Kelly Scarlet Red Midnight
Green Orange Blue Gold Orange
Grey

CC
Sky Brown White Black Navy Gold Purple Beige Maroon
Blue

Designed for facilities with a smaller budget, our vinyl mesh
windscreen is extremely durable and strong. Available in a
range of colors, this affordable windscreen can make any
facility look great.

VINYL MESH WINDSCREEN

Colors:

Dark Royal
Black Green
Blue

*

WARRANTY

2

YEARS

POLYPROPYLENE WINDSCREEN

Ideal for facilities looking for a budget-friendly option, this
durable lathe leno polypropylene mesh windscreen comes
in a range of colors and is available in both open mesh (75%
wind block) and closed mesh (92% wind block) designs. It is
available in our standard 6-foot and 9-foot heights.
Dark *
Colors: Black Green

WARRANTY

4

YEARS

PADDING

* Actual colors may vary

When it comes to protective padding for use around the stadium or sports
field, you can rely on COVERMASTER® to meet your needs. Custom wall
padding by COVERMASTER® provides superior protection. This custom
made padding can be supplied with sponsor messages or team logos and is
available in various thicknesses, foam densities and colors. Player protection
is of prime importance in the design and manufacture of all COVERMASTER®
custom padding.

FEATURES:

• Z Channel attachments for wood or
concrete walls
• Foams: Open Cell Polyurethane or
Closed Cell Cross-linked Polyethylene • Sizes: Standard and Custom,
thicknesses from 1” to 4”
• Choice of weather-proof plywood
backing thickness: 1/2”, 5/8”, or 3/4” • Standard Padding is covered with
18 oz. vinyl
• Attachments to fit on to walls, chain
•
High UV resistant Vinyl available
link fences, or concrete
for extreme sun areas
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SEAT COVERS & SPORTS SIGNAGE
SPONSORSHIP AND CROWD CONTROL

COVERMASTER® Seat Covers solve the problem of excess seating capacity and can potentially generate extra
advertising revenue. Whenever a stadium or sports field finds it desirable to camouflage unsold capacity, custom
designed seat covers are the answer.
Since every event has each one different seating requirements, COVERMASTER® Seat Covers allow you to adapt your
seating capacity to match. As they are custom made, they are a great way to display team logos and pennants, or
generate revenue as an advertising medium.

COVERMASTER SEAT COVERS CONVERTED THIS 72,000 SEAT NFL STADIUM INTO
AN INTIMATE 28,000 SEAT MLS STADIUM, COMPLETE WITH NEW BRANDING

CROWD CONTROL
MAINTENANCE
		
SPONSORSHIP
SECURITY
FULL HOUSE
WINTER		
PROTECTION
CUSTOM MADE

Seat Covers will help prevent spectators from using unassigned seats.
With fewer seats exposed to both natural elements and spectators, facilities can save on housekeeping costs before
and after events.
Generate extra advertising revenue.
Controlled access of seating areas allows you to tailor your security requirements on an event basis.
During certain events, you may want to cover distant, obstructed, or unused seats to give the impression of a full house.
Provide protection from severe winter weather and UV degradation for premium seating areas.
COVERMASTER® Seat Covers are custom made and designed to suit your specific requirements.

CONTROLLED ACCESS OF SEATING AREAS AT
PORTLAND TIMBER’S HOME FIELD

SEATING AREAS PROTECTED FROM UV DEGRADATION

website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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TURF PROTECTION
PLASTIC FLOORING FOR PEDESTRIAN USE
In today’s economy, stadiums and athletic facilities need to use their venues for non-athletic events to increase
revenues. However, protecting your major investment is of the utmost importance when it comes to covering an
entire athletic field during concerts or dirt events or even just a small area. From the largest stadiums to the smallest
gatherings, from the biggest rock bands to the smallest marching bands, COVERMASTER® has the answer for the
perfect turf protection system that will meet both your needs and your budget.

MASTERSHIELD PLUSTM
Designed for Use on natural turf, synthetic turf and dirt/sand bases, MasterShield Plus™ is a snap
lock portable event flooring system designed for high volume pedestrian traffic. Translucent sheets
overlap to provide an easy to install, cost-effective turf protection system. Installing MasterShield
Plus™ is simple - overlap each panel and step down until you hear MasterShield Plus™ snap into
position, then move on to the next panel. No locks or swinging hinges required.
MasterShield Plus™ stadium flooring is ideally suited for covering both natural and synthetic turf.
On natural turf installations, MasterShield Plus™ works equally well on both warm and cool season
varieties. Manufactured from natural virgin translucent High Density Polyethylene (HDPE), MasterShield Plus™ allows sunlight to pass through the surface, thereby allowing photosynthesis to
continue. Another advantage of utilizing translucent HDPE is that it allows the sunlight to penetrate
the interlocking floor tiles and draw up ground moisture, which forms a canopy of moisture on the
underside of the top surface. After sunset, when the temperature drops and the moisture condenses, it will drop back to the ground. This natural water recycling will provide water to keep the grass
healthy. Top ventilation holes in the panels allow air and moisture to reach the turf.
We have designed the support walls of MasterShield Plus™ to be rounded on the bottom to
eliminate sharp edges and reduce any potential damage or cutting of the natural turf. This
feature will result in a better weight distribution on the tile, thereby reducing the possibility
of a “cookie cutter” effect on the grass surface. For synthetic turf, MasterShield Plus™ was
designed specifically for today’s systems and offers a superior level of protection against foreign
contaminants. The overlapping design, with integrated out of sight Snap-Locks, reduces any
potential channels for spilled liquids to find their way to the artificial turf. The rounded lower support
walls of MasterShield Plus™ will protect the synthetic turf, while only leaving a slight trace of its
presence once removed, which can be easily and quickly brushed out. This design will also prevent
shifting of the snap tiles on the artificial turf or the displacement of the infill.

MASTERSHIELD LITETM
MasterShield LiteTM portable event flooring is a versatile stadium flooring system. It is ideal for
natural and synthetic turf protection. It creates a homogeneous floor for areas where pedestrians
and lightweight static equipment are to be used. MasterShield LiteTM portable flooring system is an
economical way to turn your facility into a truly multi-purpose event venue, whether it is natural
turf, synthetic turf or a dirt/sand base.
MasterShield LiteTM with air holes is ideal for natural turf fields. Each interlocking tile is designed
with air holes, which allow for air ventilation and drainage. It has the added benefit of creating
a moisture canopy underneath the tile, thereby creating an ideal amount of moisture for the
natural grass. MasterShield LiteTM modular flooring may be used as turf protection for various
varieties of cool and warm weather natural turf. MasterShield LiteTM without air holes is
designed for synthetic turf and dirt/sand surfaces, as it greatly diminishes the likelihood of
spills penetrating to the surface below. MasterShield LiteTM may be used for the protection
of both duo and mono-filament synthetic turf and both rubber and sand in-fill types of
sports fields. Both temporary flooring systems feature a cross ribbing structure core for
effective weight distribution.
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PORTABLE HARDWOOD COURT ON
MASTERSHIELD LITETM

TURF PROTECTION
MASTERSHIELD TRAXTM
Designed for extra heavy duty stadium turf protection and temporary roadway use,
MasterShield Trax™, with extremely high built-in spread load capabilities, is used as a
heavy duty temporary roadway and is designed to take the weight and stresses exerted
by forklifts, large trucks and 100 ton cranes as used in the outdoor concert business.
With the culmination of over 40 years of experience in temporary roadway and event
flooring solutions, Covermaster has used the latest computer aided design and testing
to create a product that meets the challenges and requirements of the event flooring
industry. MasterShield Trax™ is light enough to be put in position by hand, and with its
overlapping design and unique interlocking system, it creates a continuous surface free
from gaps. Each panel can be overlapped and interlocked with other panels, creating a
smooth surface. The streamlined, integrated interlock system consists of five retained
fasteners per panel that are engaged and disengaged by rotating them ninety degrees
with the installation tool provided.
The lightweight design and fastening technology minimizes worker bending, eliminates
the need for loose components, and contributes to a safe and efficient job site
environment. The durable design can sustain the varying types of vehicular, stage, sound
system, and other structural loading and wheeled traffic stress, and is compact and
well suited for chair setups, tent flooring and pedestrian pathways. MasterShield Trax™
incorporates a flat bottom panel, which adds to its stability and strength.

ECONOMICAL ROLL OUT COVERS

FOR CONCERTS / CROWD GATHERINGS
ENKAMAT PLUS™ - A composite of geotextile bonded to Enkamat™.

It has
the qualities most groundskeepers look for in an all-round natural turf cover. The
geomatrix design of Enkamat™ keeps the geotextile off the turf to provide an air
space underneath the cover, so that the turf can breathe at all times. The geotextile
also allows some light to penetrate and permits rain to pass through. Wherever a
cover is needed to protect natural turf and maintain good looks, Enkamat Plus™
is the affordable cover you can count on.

ENKAMAT FLATBACK™ - A unique product designed for sports field surface
protection which will allow the natural turf underneath to stay beautiful and green.
It’s easy to install, taking only a few hours to have the entire field covered. Enkamat
Flatback™ has a tightly interwoven flat upper layer (hence its name ‘Flatback’)
which can withstand the weight of thousands of people and staging equipment.
Enkamat Flatback™ allows for air and rain to pass freely through to the turf below.
MASTERSHIELD VINYL™ - A heavy duty vinyl cover, Mastershield Vinyl™ is a
special use cover to protect synthetic turf sports surfaces. The cover is made of
reinforced vinyl of extraordinary strength. It is fire retardant, waterproof, and rot
and mildew resistant. Since the cover is easy to clean, the maintenance
requirements are within the capabilities of virtually all types of facilities.
SYNTHETIC TURF PROTECTED WITH
MASTERSHIELD VINYLTM

website: www.covermaster.com | email: info@covermaster.com | North America Toll Free 800-387-5808 | International +1-416-745-1811
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THE COVERMASTER® STORY
When it comes to any kind of sports surface, Covermaster® is proud to be the first choice
for protection. Gymnasiums, ice arenas, outdoor sports fields, stadiums, tennis courts and
even golf courses... for more than 50 years, Covermaster® has been leading the industry with
cover solutions that both protect and increase the versatility of athletic venues worldwide.
Products from Covermaster® can convert sports centers into revenue-generating, multipurpose facilities. Our unparalleled range of gym floor covers are safe, slip-resistant and
durable. While other companies offer surface protection as a sideline business, we make it
our specialty.
We supply innovative products made from the highest quality materials and provide
unmatched customer service. That’s what makes our lineup the preferred choice among
discriminating Facilities Professionals around the world. In fact, 90% of National Football
League teams, 90% of Major League Baseball teams and 85% of Major League Soccer
teams are using one or more of Covermaster’s surface covers on their fields.
With our online ordering system, Facilities Managers have an easy, 24/7 way to shop for
standard items, request a quote on specialized options or receive a free sample.
Explore our ever-expanding selection of supporting products including spot covers,
windscreens, seat covers and temporary roadways, or our printing capabilities that are ideal
for everything from custom team graphics to sponsor advertising.
Whether it’s a new gymnasium floor, turf, ice, or dirt, Covermaster® solutions are your best
choice for premium, cost-effective protection and long service life.
To learn more, visit www.covermaster.com.

Follow us on
SOCIAL MEDIA
For the latest in sports surface
protection, industry news and tips

covermaster.com/ln

covermaster.com/tw

covermaster.com/fcb

covermaster.com/ig

Other Available Products:
BASEBALL / SOFTBALL / CRICKET

GYMNASIUM / GYM FLOOR

EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS

INFLATABLE FIELD COVER

TURF PROTECTION

THE COVERMASTER STORY
SEAT COVERS
/ SPORTS SIGNAGE

ICE ARENA CONVERSIONS

SPORTS SURFACE COVERS

WHEN WEATHER WON’T COOPERATE

EXPANDING YOUR FACILITY’S POTENTIAL

EXPANDING YOUR POSSIBILITIES

WhenSEATING
it comes to any kind
of sports surface, Covermaster Inc. is proud to be the first choice
CREATIVE
CONTROL
for protection. Gymnasiums, ice arenas, outdoor sports fields, stadiums, tennis courts and

OUTSMART MOTHER NATURE

ENHANCING YOUR FACILITY’S POTENTIAL

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

even golf courses... for more than 50 years, Covermaster has been leading the industry with
cover solutions that both protect and increase the versatility of recreational venues worldwide.
Covermaster’s products can convert sports centers into revenue-generating, multi-purpose
facilities. Our unparalleled range of gym floor covers are safe, slip-resistant and durable. While
other companies offer surface protection as a sideline business, we make it our specialty.
We supply innovative products made from the highest quality materials and provide
unmatched customer service. That’s what makes our lineup the preferred choice among
discriminating Facilities Professionals around the world. In fact, 90% of National Football
League teams, 90% of Major League Baseball and 75% of Major League Soccer teams are
using one or more of Covermaster’s surface covers on their fields.

Gym Floor Covers

Baseball/Softball/Cricket Raincovers

Football/Soccer/Rugby Field Covers

With our online ordering system, Facilities Managers have an easy, 24/7 way to shop for
standard items, request a quote on specialized options or receive a free sample.
Explore our ever-expanding selection of supporting products including spot covers,
windscreens, seat covers and temporary roadways, or our printing capabilities that are ideal
for everything from custom team graphics to sponsor advertising.
Whether it’s a new gymnasium floor, turf, ice, or dirt, Covermaster solutions are your best
choice for premium, cost-effective protection and long service life.
To learn more, visit www.covermaster.com.

Gymnasium Carpet Series

Stadium Wall Padding

Evergreen Turf Covers

Gym Wall Padding

Windscreens/Sports Graphics

Inflatable Field Covers

Turf Protection & Roadways

Seat Covers & Sports Signage

Ice Conversion Covers

Follow us on
SOCIAL MEDIA
For the latest in sports surface
protection, industry news and tips

covermaster.com/ln

covermaster.com/tw

covermaster.com/fcb

covermaster.com/ig

Other Available Products:
BASEBALL / SOFTBALL / CRICKET
WHEN WEATHER WON’T COOPERATE

INFLATABLE FIELD COVER
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

GYMNASIUM / GYM FLOOR
EXPANDING YOUR POSSIBILITIES

SEAT COVERS / SPORTS SIGNAGE
CREATIVE SEATING CONTROL

TURF PROTECTION

EXPANDING YOUR FACILITY’S POTENTIAL

EVERGREEN® TURF COVERS
OUTSMART MOTHER NATURE

FOOTBALL / SOCCER / RUGBY
ULTIMATE SURFACE PROTECTION

SPORTS SURFACE COVERS
PRODUCTS

Gym Floor Covers

Gymnasium Carpet Series

Baseball/Softball/Cricket Raincovers

Stadium Wall Padding

Football/Soccer/Rugby Field Covers

Evergreen Turf Covers

Other Available Catalogs:
Gym Wall Padding

Windscreens/Sports Graphics

Inflatable Field Covers

Turf Protection & Roadways

Seat Covers & Sports Signage

Ice Conversion Covers
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